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Our Review:
Fotolia has now been replaced by Adobe stock [5] - this information is for reference only
Good returns for Fotolia uploads, this site earns good results, here's why:
Clean simple layout, reasonable royalty structure and excellent referral scheme combined with
reasonable cost per image make this a winner. The more images you sell the higher your royalty
percentage goes, Starting at 20% and steadily rising to 46% (lots of sales needed to get to that
level!) If you only upload your images to Fotolia then you can add 15-17% to those figures
(35%-63%).

Innovators
Fotolia have been constant innovators over the years trialling (and often quietly dumping) new ideas
along the way (myfotolia r.i.p.) Fotolia images via their API [6] can be found tied into all manner of
products from office document templates to video presentation websites.

Review Process
From a point of view of the photographer regarding rejections, fotolia wins hands down on
having some of the most useless feedback in the microstock industry, a typical rejection
message from fotolia contains something like:
"Your image did not meet our technical qualifications. The image contains one or more technical
problems:

Blurry or out of focus
Over/Under exposure
Framing problem
Over or under saturated colors
Problems with contrast
Noise [7] or Pixelation
Quality of routing
Interpolation problem"
Work out from that exactly what's wrong with your image! To make things worse, the email contains
no link to view the image, only an id reference number which you can cut and paste and then go and
match to the rejections online (2012 - it's been like this for years and shows no sign of changing).
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Royalties
As stated above royalty rate depends on your ranking (dependent on your total number of sales you
have made) and on exclusivity. Fotolia offers exclusivity on a per image (increased credits per sale)
and a per photographer basis. Exclusive photographers [8] earn an extra 15-17% per sale
Fotolia has a very powerful API system, perhaps the most powerful/well supported in the microstock
industry. This system allows other websites to either search and direct buyers to fotolia or to sell
images direct (under the same terms as fotolia). It's unlikely you will use the API but the customers it
attracts and the extra sales streams it affords increases the number of sales made by all fotolias
contributors. If you opt-in to have your images redistributed by fotolia (highly recommended) then
they can be sold and used in all manner of innovate applications.
Subscription Downloads pay a minimum of 25c to 40c per download.

Infinite Collection
In addition to microstock prices, Fotolia offer their buyers more traditionally priced stock images
sourced from major 'macrostock [9]' or 'full price' agencies at a substantial discount (starting at
$20). These results are either mixed into normal searches or can be viewed separately. Emerald tier
contributors can also offer their images in the infinite collection under special terms, separate from
those for normal micropriced stock. Fotolia have remained tight lipped about exactly which agencies
the infinite collection are sourced from but a May 2008 press release [10] stated that more than
6000 of them were from moodboard.

Adobe Purchase
As of early 2015 Fotolia is now owned by Adobe (Read "Adobe Stock" review which now replaces
fotolia [5]), this signaled Adobes entry into the microstock space with the purchase of the then
second ranked agency for $800million (@ 34 million images). The Fotolia image collection froms the
source of content for Adobe Stock, an optional add-on for Adobes Creative Cloud which allows
images to be chosen and used directly within design applications in their "Creative Suite" software.

Results
Several years back earnings were very slow from this site, and stopped uploading for a while
concentrating on some other sites. It just goes to show how quickly things can change in this
industry, and how an upcoming site can take over. I doubt that once a site is earning good sales that
it will decrease dramatically without several years notice.
It's a difficult choice to place the top 4 sites, especially with some of the somewhat uglier things that
fotolia has done in the past, The adobe buyout offers a glimmer of hope that future business
descisions will be more long term focused and not be made on the basis of revenue for investment
companies. There is a lot of innovation going on here, some of it painful but a lot of it seems to be
paying off, it leaves me wrestling with a decision of money v conscience.
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Site DetailsMedia Types (in addition to RF Images): This site accepts video footage
This site offers a dedicated free section
This site accepts vector illustrations
(sort by agency [11])
Real US$ Cost of 1 Standard Image: 5 (compare prices [12])
Referral Scheme: 15% - 'photographer commission' on purchases of credits only, for 1 year, 20
credits if a subscription is purchased (compare rates [13])
Exclusivity Options Available: Both Exclusive Images and Contributors (compare [14])
Cost of a standard image (1600x1200) 2MP approx: 5 Credits
Royalty Rate: 20%, 23% after 100 downloads, 25% after 1000 downloads (total for the user not per
image - so fairly easy to attain 23 or 25 percent). 15-17% more for exclusive photographers work
and increased images prices. Subscription Sales 0.25 Credits to 0.40 Credits per Download (compare
[15])
Cost of 1 Credit (basic): $ 1
FTP Upload:
Address: ftp://submit.fotolia.com [16]
Username: [user id number, NOT your username]
Password: code found in the upload area of your contributor control panel (not your regular login
password)
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Subscriptions:
Multiple Combinations of Downloads (25-250), Length of Subscription (1,3,6,12 month), Images and
Images Vectors and Footage Options.
Monthly: 25 images/day $199
Annual: 25 images/day $1649
Annual: 50 images-vectors-video/day $4122
(Multi-user options available)
(compare subscriptions [17])
API: Reseller+Data: XML (legacy) JSON (details: fotolia.com/Services/API/Documentation) (list all
[18])
Site StatisticsApprox. size of photo collection (0 = no current estimate): 65000000
Images (compare [19])
Alexa Traffic Rank: 880 (a measure of the site popularity, lower number is better)
Alexa 3 Month Change: 26% (measurement of the increase of site popularity compared with three
months ago, negative is a decrease)
Launched: 2004-2019
CommunityFacebook: fan page link [20] (list all [21])
Twitter: @fotolia [22] (list all [21])
Photographers: 150000
microstockexpo 11/11
Overall Rating: Site Closed / Not Recommended
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